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Abstract. This brief review advertises a breakthrough in solar dynamics:
the identi�cation of chromospheric Ca II K2V \grains" as manifestations
of acoustic shocks. The successful numerical reproduction of the intricate
spectral characteristics of K2V grain formation by Carlsson & Stein shows
that the non-magnetic solar chromosphere is pervaded by outward traveling
shocks to such extent that static modeling is no longer acceptable. Dynam-
ical modeling should soon reconcile the long-standing Ca II/CO dichotomy.
The chromospheric dynamics of the magnetized regions remains enigmatic.

1. Chromospheric Oscillations

Figure 1 displays large chromospheric disparity between internetwork and
network oscillations. The two regimes require separate discussion.

The internetwork (\cell interior") areas in the Ca II panels show that the
chromospheric \three-minute" oscillation extends to frequencies well above
the cuto� frequency fAC � 5:5mHz. From photosphere (bottom-left panel)
to chromosphere, the power peak shifts up and widens to f = 3� 10mHz.
Phase and coherence studies show that the chromospheric 3�10mHz oscil-
lations are coupled to same-frequency oscillations in the underlying photo-
sphere, with increasing upward propagation for increasing frequency (e.g.,
Lites et al., 1993). The waveforms show increasing non-linearity with height.
Chromospheric (k; !) diagrams show pseudo p-mode ridges above the cuto�
frequency and a concentration of inter-ridge power near the cuto� frequency
(cf. Ste�ens et al., 1995a).

For the network area, the Ca II panels show power primarily at frequen-
cies f < 4mHz. Phase di�erence and coherence spectra in Lites et al. (1993)
show that these slow network modulations are not coupled to motions in the
underlying photosphere. They have been noted before; their nature remains
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Figure 1. Chromospheric oscillations. The upper panels (identical, for easy reference)
show time-averaged Ca II H line core pro�les per spatial pixel along the spectrograph
slit. The bright H2V and H2R emission around x = 30Mm marks a network area. The
other panels are power spectra per pixel, with power coded as dark. The bottom left
panel shows that the Dopplershift power for the photospheric Fe I 396.682 nm line is
con�ned to the �ve minute (f = 3:3mHz) band of p-mode interferences. It does not
show clear distinction between internetwork and network. The center panels for Ca II H3

Dopplershift (left) and intensity (right) show \three-minute" internetwork oscillations,
especially in Dopplershift, and long-period modulations for the network. The bottom right
panel shows H-core intensity power across a 0.09 nm wide passband that is comparable to
the transmission of the Mount Wilson H&K photometer (cf. Fig. 2 of Rutten, 1994). This
panel shows two bands of enhanced power without clear network/internetwork di�erence.
The upper band consists of p-modes plus a sizable contribution from propagating acoustic
waves. The lower band consists of gravity waves, prominent in the H&K wings where
these also show \reversed granulation". The apparent spatial coherence lengths of all
these oscillation patterns are a few Mm (1Mm � 1:4 arcsec). From Lites et al. (1993).

unclear. Von Uexk�ull et al. (1989) attribute them to stochastic foot-point
bu�eting; Lites et al. (1993) �nd periodic behavior and invoke breaking
gravity waves; Tsiropoula et al. (1994) display similar repetitiveness in H�
mottle ows.

The acoustic band in the bottom-right panel marks, presumably, the
dynamical solar signature of the basal ux derived from cool-star activity
relations (e.g., Schrijver et al., 1989). The gravity waves at the bottom have
been seen before but not much studied.
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Figure 2. A tiny part of a famous Ca II K2V spectroheliogram taken by Gillespie at Kitt
Peak twenty years ago. Larger parts have been published on the cover of Lites (1985), in
Zirin (1988), in Rutten and Uitenbroek (1991b), as frontispiece to Solar Phys. 134, and
elsewhere. Axis divisions in Mm. The lefthand panel has enhanced contrast from clipping
at bright and dark thresholds. Such high-gamma imaging shows K2V grains as minute
bright points within the dark internetwork regions. On movies of such images the network
appears as coarse-grained islands of stability, whereas the internetwork grains ash on
and o� in spidery, patchy patterns that often evolve rapidly, with apparent horizontal
motions that can be highly supersonic. The righthand panel has not been thresholded
and shows that all grains sit in larger patches of less enhanced brightness, marking them
as \tips of the iceberg".

2. Ca II K2V Grains

The so-called Ca II H2V and K2V grains provide rich diagnostics of the
chromospheric oscillations in internetwork areas. The extensive older liter-
ature on this topic has been reviewed by Rutten and Uitenbroek (1991a).
Much recent work, including the successful grain simulation of Carlsson
and Stein (1994), is detailed in the highly recommended proceedings edited
by Carlsson (1994) and reviewed less page-limitedly than here by Rutten
(1995).

The lefthand panel of Fig. 2 shows why these chromospheric features
have been described as distinctly identi�able entities since Hale's time. A
few seem to possess a location memory and do in fact migrate as actual solar
corks, following the mesogranular ow �elds in the underlying photosphere
(Brandt et al. 1992, 1994). The debate whether the other K2V grains mark
sites of enhanced vertical �eld (Sivaraman and Livingston, 1982; Sivaraman,
1991) has not been de�nitively concluded, nor is the relationship with the
small-scale internetwork patches of horizontal �eld recently discovered by
Lites et al. (1996) clear.

The righthand panel of Fig. 2 shows that K2V grains are not isolated
from their surroundings. Rutten and Uitenbroek (1991a) concluded that
the grains mark pattern interference between the acoustic three-minute
oscillations and p-mode oscillations, rather like waterspouts from wave in-
terference on the ocean (\clapotis"). Since then, Kulaczewski (1992), von
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Figure 3. Ca II H pro�le evolution at one internetwork location, Right: data from Lites
et al. (1993). Left: simulation results. From the cover of Carlsson (1994).

Uexk�ull and Kneer (1995), Ste�ens et al. (1995b) and Hofmann et al. (1995)
have agreed with this suggestion on the basis of new observations. The nu-
merical simulations of Carlsson and Stein (1994) prove it in detail.

3. Carlsson{Stein Simulations

The righthand panel of Fig. 3 shows the spectral evolution of K2V grains
(in a format pioneered by Cram and Dam�e, 1983, and most beautifully
displayed by Hofmann et al., 1995). It displays an intricate pattern of
receding dark wing whiskers, sawtooth line-center shifts and bright H2V
grain occurrences. Many e�orts have been directed over the years towards
reproducing this pattern from numerical modeling (cf. Rutten and Uiten-
broek, 1991a). These have now culminated in the lefthand panel by Carls-
son and Stein (1994). Their sub-photospheric piston was designed to re-
produce the actually observed time-dependent Dopplershifts of the photo-
spheric Fe I 396.682 nm line (Fig. 1). The broad-band piston excursions ex-
cite upwards propagating acoustic waves that steepen into weak shocks near
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h = 1000 km. The shock temperatures are high because hydrogen ioniza-
tion and recombination lag behind (Carlsson and Stein, 1992). NLTE{CRD
modeling was then used to compute corresponding emergent Ca II H pro-
�les in the observational format of Fig. 3. The computed and observed grain
evolution patterns are very similar; they agree fairly closely even in detail.
Since these patterns|never adequately reproduced in previous modeling|
are so detailed, the good match establishes beyond doubt that K2V grains
are made by acoustic shocks.

The informative Carlsson{Stein break-down diagram in Fig. 4 helps to
understand the formation of a H2V grain in the computer. The diagram
illustrates that the grains portray shocks at about h = 1Mm. The dis-
tinctive blue-red asymmetry arises from the frequency-dependent vertical
opacity scaling, set by the passages of previous shocks (upper-left panel).
The notions of static plane-parallel line formation fail completely. Instead,
the red side of the emergent line core \forms" over �h = 700 km; the
�� = �11 km/s downfall velocity at h � 1:3Mm is not easily diagnosed
from the emergent pro�le. On the blue side, the apparent Dopplershift of the
H2V grain is skewed to �� = 8 km/s from the actual velocity �� = 2 km/s
at the grain formation height.

Carlsson & Stein's simulation is only one-dimensional, but their piston
contains the local inuences of ambient photospheric dynamics, including
the local p-mode interference pattern, because it represents actual observa-
tions. The good agreement therefore implies that the chromospheric three-
minute oscillation follows the underlying photosphere. A split-frequency
pistoning experiment in Carlsson and Stein (1994) shows that the observed
pattern is matched only by full-frequency pistons, with a dominating role
by the photospheric three-minute components. A piston-repeat experiment
shows that the pattern depends on the piston behavior only, not on the
initial state of the chromosphere, if one allows for a 5{15min delay that
is needed by the piston to replace the initial state by its own shock se-
quences. Thus, chromospheric dynamics follows photospheric dynamics in-
cluding (k; !) patterning, but at some temporal delay and not in one-to-one
frequency-by-frequency fashion.

Another informative Carlsson{Stein experiment (published also in Carls-
son and Stein, 1995) consists of an emulation of the empirical VAL/FAL
standard modeling by Avrett and co-workers (Fontenla et al., 1993), �tting
time-independent temperature strati�cations to the time-averaged ultravi-
olet continua computed from the time-dependent simulation. The Planck
function in the ultraviolet is so non-linearly sensitive to temperature that
the high shock temperatures require a chromospheric temperature rise in
such spectrum �ts, even though the actual time-averaged electron tempera-
ture does not rise signi�cantly above the initial radiative-equilibrium model.
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Figure 4. Ca IIH line formation diagram for t = 1690 s in the simulation of Fig. 3. Bot-
tom right panel: intensity contribution function CI (brightness coded), emergent pro�le
(lower curve), vertical velocity vz (jagged curve, with two shocks), and �� = 1 height
(thin curve through bright patches). The latter two curves are also shown in the other
panels, which represent a breakdown of CI into the three brightness-coded factors
CI = d=dz

R
j� exp(���) dz = ��S� exp(���) = [S� ] � [�� exp(���)] � [d ln ��=dz]

with j� the emission coe�cient, �� the extinction coe�cient, S� the total source func-
tion. The latter (upper right panel, brightness and dashed curve) drops from the Planck
function (dotted) above h = 0:8Mm due to NLTE scattering, with considerable smooth-
ing of the temperature spikes. Only the shock just below h = 1:0Mm leaves a marked
S� increase (bright bar). It is constant across the panel because the simulation assumes
complete redistribution over the line pro�le while the continuum contribution to S� is
negligible at this height. The formation height factor �� exp(���) in the lower left panel
peaks sharply around �� = 1. The steep drop at �� � �13 km/s shows that this part of
the pro�le \is formed" over h = 0:6� 1:3Mm without height discrimination because the
Doppler core shifts back abruptly near h = 1:3Mm. In contrast, this factor peaks sharply
at the grain-formation height h = 0:95Mm for �� � 8 km/s. The opacity scaling factor
d(ln ��)=dz = ��=�� in the upper left panel is large at frequencies and heights with much
extinction at small optical depth. It peaks in opaque layers with small overlying opacity.
This factor causes considerable asymmetry. From Carlsson and Stein (1994).
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This experiment indicates that the long-lived \cool CO clouds" proposed by
Ayres (1981) do not exist as spatially distinct features|as is indeed evident
from Fig. 3 of Uitenbroek and Noyes (1994)|but that cool and hot material
exist in temporal alternation along the line of sight. However, Ayres was
right all along in that the non-magnetic low chromosphere is a rather cool
place, without ubiquitous temperature rise. The problem lay in recognizing
that the H&K and ultraviolet diagnostics are nonlinearly sensitive to the
shockingly noisy, clapotispheric nature of this \quiet" regime.

4. Discussion

The Carlsson{Stein simulation represents an exciting breakthrough, but is
undoubtedly amenable to improvement in quantitative details. The com-
puted time-averaged temperature is possibly too high due to the neglect of
ultraviolet and infrared line cooling, the details of Ca II line formation|in
particular oscillation phase di�erences between various Ca II lines (Skartlien
et al., 1994)|depend on the questionable assumptions of complete redis-
tribution and microturbulence, and the one-dimensional nature of the sim-
ulation inhibits reliable estimation of the energy balance. Nevertheless, the
simulation shows how the Sun produces K2V grains, and so certi�es that
internetwork regions must be modeled time-dependently.

There are a number of interesting issues to study. This new view of the
quiet chromosphere must be checked in detail against the other diagnostics
of the upper photosphere and low chromosphere (the former temperature
minimum region). Reconciliation with the CO data should come soon, with
the latter probably adding accurate diagnostics of the time-averaged tem-
perature (Avrett et al., 1995). The discordant phase behavior of the Na ID
lines, which seems to indicate resonant oscillations in addition to propa-
gating waves (Deubner et al., 1995), should be clari�ed. Higher up in the
chromosphere, the formation of the Mg II h&k lines forms an obvious topic.
The apparent connection, yet higher, between the three-minute oscillation
and the 15�25 km/s \chromospheric jets" observed in C I lines (Hoekzema,
1994) should be food for SOHO proposals.

More general questions are to wonder about the spatial distribution of
piston properties over the solar surface (cf. Rutten, 1995), the role of these
shocks in the energy budget of the quiet solar chromosphere, and, last but
not least, how such shocks a�ect the chromospheres of other stars.
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